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"Success is not a destination, it's a journey. So never stop after you
succeed or never give up if you fail.

Dear parents
Greetings from Vista!

Not resting on our laurels, we take you through our successful journey
of another academic session, we bring to you the final newsletter for

AY 21-22. Challenges were taken head-on and pathways charted
to transit smoothly from online to offline as things return to normalcy.
Team Vista takes this opportunity to extend their gratitude to you
dear parents, for the support and cooperation extended to make the

journey worthwhile. 
 

This newsletter brings to you the year that was. The journey is far
from over. We have raised the bar and are toiling to soar towards a
new firmament with renewed goals. Looking forward to your continued

support.
 



Grade 6: 
Experimentation begins: Sprouting of Seeds: Students witnessed how seeds sprout
through a hands-on activity.

Edible Parts of Plants: Spices- Students found the cross cultural connect, as they
identified different parts of plant which are used as spices, and shared their regional
names. Beautiful posters resulted!



Speaking skill activity: Presenting an argument on the topic "Nature".
Children took initiative and did critical thinking based on the advantages and
disadvantages of Nature.

Archeological sources: Students interviewed their elders and presented coins from
older times which are no longer in circulation.



Grade 7: Photosynthesis/ Starch test: In their first lab visit, students observed

the test for presence of photosynthesis through the starch test.

Grade 8:
Flowcharting of
information: Students
used flowcharts in SST
to understand the
transition from Trade
to colonization.

Arts & Craft:
Students

learned the art
of Silhouette

painting.

Teachers behind the scenes



Vista International School was

awarded the Brainfeed School

Excellence Awards 2021-22 as one of

the Top 500 Schools of India.

Mridhini, a middle distance runner

represented the Ranga Reddy District

in 8th Telangana State Middle & Long

Distance Athletics Championship and

won Silver (2nd place). 

Dev Mohini Pyne, Grade XII,

made the school proud by

cracking Olympiad Exam Term2

with 85.75%. 

Hall of FameHall of Fame

Aakanksha of grade 2 was awarded the
president’s award in Srujanothsav. 



School Updates & Upcoming HolidaysSchool Updates & Upcoming Holidays
 

 

 School reopens on 6th June 2022


